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“The product of high intelligence and passionate conviction, alternately mournful and gripping, and
occasionally hilarious. It’s also a ripping good story.”

--- Soho Weekly News

The author, a veteran war correspondent and former prize-winning reporter with The New York Times, has
called his new novel “asymmetric journalism,” a new and original genre that melds real-time reporting with
literary fiction.

A bright and privileged young American, Micah Ford, is battered by the great tragedies of modern America.
He loses his mother, a nurse, to AIDS. His father is killed on 9/11, and a grandfather dies in Katrina. A
girlfriend is murdered in a hate-crime in the Deep South. Micah’s biography overlaps his country’s: They’re
both suffering from post-traumatic stress. Both are squarely “on the X.”

Enlisting in the Army, he discovers a new clarity, nothing less than a new life, through the extreme violence
he encounters during a secret mission against ISIS in Iraq. Torture, love, betrayal, a miracle or two, luck,
American swagger, Islamist brutality, and a final compass-reading from valor --- it’s all in here, in a book
that one reviewer has found “alarming, poignant and nothing short of brilliant.” Another critic called it “war
porn, or war smut, something akin to pictures of flag-draped coffins returning home: colorful and
descriptive, but also prurient.”
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From reader reviews:

Joanne Starks:

The book Off the X gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your
capable a lot more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make examining a book Off the X being your habit, you can get more
advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. You may
know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Off the X. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that,
science e-book or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this guide?

Tony Hogan:

The reason why? Because this Off the X is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you
to snap it but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic
author who all write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having
this anymore or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of gains than the other book include such
as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking way. So , still want to postpone having that book?
If I had been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Donald Burgess:

Off the X can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because this
book has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The copy writer giving his/her effort to get every
word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Off the X yet doesn't forget the main level, giving the reader
the hottest as well as based confirm resource data that maybe you can be considered one of it. This great
information could drawn you into completely new stage of crucial pondering.

Regina Dye:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is written or printed or descriptive from each source this filled update of
news. On this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From
media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, story and
comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to spread out
your book? Or just looking for the Off the X when you desired it?
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